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b. Learn to be increasingly content with ,that God
provides for you. As His will is right in sal
vation, His knowledge is proper in supply of our
circumstances. Do not be hesitant to call on Him
but be thankful first.

o. And with this note that it is not only the pre
senoe of the Lord, but also His Word that sus
tains use v, 31.

5. onoluaions

The sad part in the study of a psalm like this is that
one may feel detached from the truth, It is so
devotional and high in its tone that it maybe beyond
the avelege reader. But this is part of our total
relationship to the Biblical truth. Until we are

willing, eager, and ready to take the truth of the
Word and apply it, we cannot expect to know a lot
of the "deeper11 blessings. Rather than looking for
new and thrilling experiences, our desire should be
to come to this Word, be instructed and b e encouraged.

III. Conclusions

A. Our series has treated only a few psalms. What is
hoped is that it sets a tone for further meditation
in the Word and a continued application of it to out
practical needs.

B. But these practical needs and lessons do follow a

patterns




Be Delivered
Rejoice in your deliverance,
and Grow.

Under the last oategory we grow as we learn tot

dwell in the sanotuary,
receive daily strength,

profit y the lessons of history,
develop our araoter by mastery "1' the Words
leave our judgments and wrath to God,

grow in love to Him through worship,
and

order our lives according to the work of His
Spirit and the Word of Truth.

C. The one ,Io comes giving himself to these concepts
will have an increasing appreciation of His salva
tion and God's calling*
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